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Zeus, Ares and Hades are bear shifters who brought the thunder as squad mates in an all shifter

special forces unit of the army. Now theyâ€™re home and finding love in the most unexpected

places with the women they were always meant to protect.Big Bad BearFormer squad leader Zeus

is living as a recluse in the woods, with just one mission left. Win the heart of the curvy waitress that

his bear knows is his mate, while protecting her from the gang terrorizing the town.Big Sexy

BearWeapons expert Ares is smooth, calm and good with the ladies. That is, until he finds Katrina in

trouble on the side of the road, and learns that no one is that smooth when protecting the woman

they love.Big Strong BearDark, scarred Hades gave up on love when he nearly died in the service,

but Cassie, the woman who loved him in the past, isnâ€™t ready to give up on the bear she knows

is her hero.Warning: These sexy, standalone bear shifter novels contain sexy scenes, moderate

violence, lots of action, and some dirty language. Hope you enjoy!
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They are BIG! BAD! SEXY! and STRONG! And they are ever what you need! Terry has done it

again!A bundle of SUPER Bears and the wonderful women that change their lives! A Fantastic

Author! Bear #1 - She was everything heâ€™d ever dreamed of.ZEUS, !! WOW! Just...WOW! I

cannot believe how intensely hot & sexy this story is while being funny, super romantic and



ever-so-sweet at the same time!! - Terry, you have truly outdone yourself this story of Zeus &

Carly's! This is a FANTASTIC story with great characters, the perfect shifter love story that had me

from the cover. I immediately felt like I knew Carly, but definitely someone I wish I was more like in

fact. Well, except for the bad luck growing up part, but considering where it led her... (I cannot wait

to read how Ares find his Mate and I really want to know Hades too!) I always love to see the big

tough Alpha go all mushy for his mate. It adds another layer to the story and to the character as

well, makes it more real. Of course, you do not ever want to become between a bear and his mate,

but you would be crazy to come between a bear shifter named Zeus and his mate!! â€œNow

theyâ€™d have to deal with the big, bad bear!â€• I LOVED the fact that there was a lot more shifter

in it too! I think that is my favorite part about shifters - the relationship that the human has with the

animal.Well, actually that is my SECOND most favorite feature of shifters, the first is the whole mate

thing! I love that whole concept of the one person that fate, destiny, the gods, etc. has picked for

you and has been made especially just. for. you. And you. for. them. Zeus would be that one for me.

He is just so perfect, so soft, so hard, so sweet, so grizzly.Terry has once again caught & held both

my attention & my heart!

Big Bad BearSweet and sexy! Carly is a waitress and down on her luck. Her last boyfriend dumped

her there with a mountain of debt that she is determined to pay off. Her life is endangered when she

hears a conversation between the local gang members and is found out. Zeus is an ex-military bear

shifter who lives by himself in the woods that surround the town. He is in the bar when all hell

breaks loose, he rescues Carly and takes her to his home where he can protect her. This was a

more sweet romance and not full of as much drama and I really loved the fact that Zeus's friends

took on Greek god code names to match his.Big Sexy BearHot, sexy and action packed!!! Ares is

an ex-special forces weapons expert and a bear shifter, he comes across a woman and a little boy

broke down on the side of the road in the rain one night and offers to assist them. Kat is on the run

and has been burned by people who said they were there to help in the past and is very reluctant to

trust the very handsome hulking giant. She has no other choice but to take Ares up on his offer to

drive them into town and find them a place to crash for the night. Ares knows right away Kat is his

mate, he also guesses she's on the run from something and is determined to not only protect her

and Mac but to convince them to stay with him forever. Meeting Ares in the previous book, he was

the lighthearted, irreverent, jokester of the group, but in this book he took on a whole other

dimension and we saw that persona he shows everyone hides something a bit darker. I really

enjoyed the depth that was given to Ares and how he deals with his past and doesn't let it affect his



future. I loved Ares story!!! Keep them coming!!Big Strong BearHoly wow!
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